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ANALYSIS OF INTERFERENCE CAUSED BY THE SOLAR POWER
SATELLITE TO SATELLITE EARTH TERMINALS

*John R. Juroshek

The solar power satellite (SPS) is a concept for generating
electrical power from solar energy via a geosynchronous orbiting
satellite. A facility, such as this, would be able to send approxi
mately 5 to 10 gigawatts of power to earth on a highly focused 2450 MHz
microwave beam. The electromagnetic compatibility problems cause by
this amount of microwave power transmission are recognized as a critical
factor in the implementation of such a system. This report examines
the potential for interference between SPS and conventional satellite
earth terminals.

The report begins with a general discussion of the different ways
that interference between SPS and satellite systems can occur. Estimates
are made of the levels of harmonics and out-of~band noise that are likely
to be radiated by SPS. These levels are then compared to the interfer
ence threshold for various representative satellite scenarios. The
report concludes that a potential for interference exists in the 2500
MHz to 2690 MHz direct broadcast satellite frequency assignments.
Another potential problem is SPS radiation at the 7350 MHz 3d harmonic
that falls within the 7300 MHz to 7400 MHz space-to-earth government
satellite band.

Key words: interference, satellite; solar power satellite

1. INTRODUCTION

The solar power satellite (SPS) is a concept for generating electrical power

from solar energy via a geosynchronous orbiting satellite. Such a facility would

enable solar energy to be collected in space, converted to microwave energy, and

beamed to earth on a highly focused microwave beam. Current estimates are that such

a system would be able to generate from 5 to 10 gigawatts of usable power.

The electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) problems caused by this amount of

microwave power transmission is recognized as a critical factor in the implementation

of such a sy~tem. Electromagnetic systems well removed from the 2.45 GHz SPS oper~

ating frequency can potentially be affected by inband and out-of-band radiation from

the satellite. Consequently, the following study has been undertaken to identify

and analyze the potential impact on a variety of different electronic systems.

,'(

The author is with U. S. Department of Commerce, Institute for Telecommunication
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2. SPS REFERENCE SYSTEM

The SPS reference system, as currently defined, is primarily a product of system

definition studies conducted by Boeing Aerospace Company under contract to Johnson

Space Center and Rockwell International under contract to Marshall Space Flight

Center. Results from these studies are summarized in a report entitled "Satellite

Power System, Concept Development and Evaluation Program" (U.S. Department of

Energy and National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 1978). This section will

briefly describe some of the important aspects of the reference system that are

pertinent to the EMC study.

The largest part of the orbiting satellite is the approximately 10.4 km by

5.2 km solar array. This array, which would be made with either ga11ium-aluminum

arsenide or silicon solar cells, would intercept approximately 70 gigawatts of

solar energy. With an estimated conversion efficiency of 7%, this solar array

would provide 5 gigawatts of dc power for conversion by klystrons to microwave

energy. This power would then be beamed to earth via a 1.0 km diameter phased

array microwave antenna. A special pilot beam would be transmitted from earth to

the satellite for dynamic phasing of the transmit antenna. Some of the para

meters of interest in the transmit system. are shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Summary of SPS Satellite Parameters

Frequency

Output Power to Grid

Transmit Array Size

Microwave Transmission Efficiency

Solar Conversion Efficiency

Transmit Antenna Aperature
Illumination

Power Density Center
of Transmit Antenna

Power Density Edge
of Transmit Antenna

Transmit Radiating Elements

Klystron Size

2.45 GHz

Approx. 5 GW

1 kIn Diameter

63%

7%

Truncated
Gaussian with
10 dB edge
taper (10 step)

22 kW!m
2

2
2.4 kW/m

Slotted Waveguide

70kW

The ground receiving antenna (rectenna), on the other hand, is a 10 x 13 km

array. This array would be built with panels of multiple half-wave dipole elements
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feeding diodes for direct conversion of rf energy to dc. Filters would be inserted

between the dipole and diodes to suppress reradiation of harmonics generated in

the rectification process and also for impedance matching. Expected power densities

from SPS at the surface of the earth, expressed in mi11iwatts-per-square-centimeter

and volts-per-meter, are given in Table 2.

TABLE 2.

Center of Rectenna

Edge of Rectenna
(5 km from center)

Exclusion Fence
(5.7 km from center)

First Side Lobe
(9.0 ~ from center)

Second Side Lobe
(13.0 km from center)

Third Side Lobe
(17.0 km from center)

50 km from
Center

200 km from
Center

400 km from
Center

First Grating Lobe
450 km from
Center

Approximated Power Density at the
Surface of the Earth

23 mw/cm2

1.0

0.1

0.08

0.03

0.01

.001

.0002

.00005

.01

294 vim

61.4

19.4

17.3

10.6

6.1

1.9

.87

.43

6.1

The relationship between power density and field strength is given by

where

[E( v/m)]2 10-1 ,
120 1f

(1)

and

E(v/m)

120 1T

= power density in mi1liwatts
per square centimeter '

= field strength in volts
per meter

resistance of free space ~n ohms.

3



3. INTERFERENCE MECHANISMS

There are basically four different ways for interference to electronic systems

such as satellites to occur. The first three ways, as described below, assume that

the victim is a communications system and that the interference enters through the

victim's antenna system. The fourth way, however, assumes that the interference

enters through other paths such as chassis openings and interconnecting wires.

The first interference mechanism, which is arbitrarily designated as Type 1, is

pictorially described in Figure 1. Shown here is the frequency response (IF plus

rf) of a victim receiver, as well as the spectrum of the interfering SPS signal

offset in frequency relative to the victim. The cause of interference, in this

instance, is the out-of-band energy f rom SPS that falls within the victim's normal

operating frequencies. Thus, the only way to reduce the interference is to reduce

the amount of out-of-band energy that falls within the victim's frequency band.

Improving the victim's system by adding additional filtering will not significantly

reduce the interference.

The second mechanism, designated as Type 2 interference, is shown in Figure 2.

For this case, the ~nterference is due to the inability of the victim receiver to

reject SPSenergy at 2.45 GHz. In contrast to the previous case, the interference

is not dependent on the out-of-band SPS radiation characteristics and therefore the

interference can be reduced by improving the filtering in the victim receiver.

The third type of interference, which is often called intermodulation inter

ference, is described in Figure 3. Here both out-of-band SPS energy and the victim's

receiver response would normally be sufficient to prevent interference. However,

when the SPS signal passes through nonlinear elements, its energy can be translated

into different frequencies that do cause interference. The problem is compounded by

the fact that other rf signals unrelated to either the victim or SPS can enter into

the process and affect the final result. This form of interference is probably one

of the most difficult to predict and often one of the most difficult to cure.

Improved rf filtering is often successful in combating this type of interference.

The fourth mechanism occurs when interference enters the victim by indirect

means such as the coupling of rf energy through chassis openings and interconnecting

wires. This type of interference, in contrast to,the previous three, is not

dependent on the victim antenna system. Interference of this nature is most likely

to occur in high level rf field where power densities exceed 10-1 mw/cm2• This

type of interference is also likely to be the dominate cause of interference in

non-communications related electronic equipment such as computers, tape drives,

etc.

4



TYPE 1

Cause

SPS Spectrum

i
Frequency Response
of Victim Receiver

______________________---__---z.oIo-- ~ Frequency

Interference Due to SPS
Out -of - Band Energy

\ Result

---------.----------------I~~ Frequency

Figure 1. Description of type 1 interference.
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TYPE 2

Frequency Response
of Victim Receiver

Interference Due to SPS
In-Band Energy

SPS Spectrum

j

Cause

~ Frequency

Result

~-------------------------..:aI"'~ Frequency

Figure 2. Description of type 2 interference.
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·TYPE 3

Frequency Res ponse
of Victim Receiver

\
SPS Spectrum

j

---Frequency

Other RF
-~

Signals NONLINEARITY
(Antenna Metals, Mixers,
Amplifiers, etc.)

Interference Due tothe Frequency
Conversion of SPS Energy in the
Nonlinear Elements

-------=------------------41....~ Frequency

Figure 3. Description of type 3 interference.
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4. SPS INTERFERENCE TO SATELLITE SYSTEMS

4.1 Background

The compatibility of SPS and other satellite systems is a major concern because

of the widespread use of satellites both within the United States and internationally.

A premium currently exists for geostationary orbit slots and any potential change in

the number of these slots due to SPS needs to be carefully evaluated. Satellite

receivers typically operate in extremely weak fields and can be affected by other

comparably weak fields. The following discussion will attempt to address some of

the satellite issues. However, the reader is cautioned that many unknowns exist in

this field. For example, no measurements currently exist for satellite receivers in

high level interfering microwave fields such as expected from SPS. Thus, the causes

of interference and the coupling mechanisms are not undersood in detail. However,

estimates have been made based on the best engineering judgment. A summary of the

frequency bands below 30 GHz that are allocated to satellite use in the United States

is shown in Table 3. This table does not include frequency bands allocated to space

research.

4.2 General Discussion of Interference Levels

Although it is difficult to generalize about the allowable interference levels

for satellite systems, one can make some approximate calculations. The actual

received signal levels that will cause interference in actual practice is dependent

on a number of factors such as the victim antenna size,interference characteristics,

victim receiver sensitivity, victim modulation characteristics, etc.

A general guide for estimating interference to satellite systems is contained

in CCIR Report 713 (1978). This report shows that the maximum acceptable inter

ference power flux density incident on the victim antenna is given by

where

pfd 10 log (kt b ) + 10 log (n./n ) - G - 10 logs r 1 s e
(2)

k = Boltzmans constant,

t = effective system noise temperature,
s

b = reference bandwidth,
r

n./n = ratio of allowable interference noise power
1 s relative to normal system noise,

G = effective victim antenna gain in dB, and
e

A = victim wavelength.

8



TABLE 3. Summary of Satellite Frequency Allocations
Below 30 GHz in the U.S.

E-S
E-S

E-S
S-E
S-,E
S-E
S-E

DIRECTION

S-E
S-E
S-E
S-E
E-S
E-S
E-S
S-E
S-E
E-S
S-E
E-S
S-E
S-E
S-E
E-S
E-S
E-S
E-S

USE

FS
FS

FS-MES
FS
FS
FS
FS

EES
EES

FS s MES
EES
FS
FS
FS

FS & BS
FS
FS
FS
FS
RNS
FS
FS
FS
FS
FS

EES
AS
FS
FS

FREQ

7250-7300 MHz
7300-7450
7450-7550
7550-7750
7900-7975
7975-8025
8025-8175
8025-8175
8175-8215
8175-8215
8215-8400
8215-8400
10.95-11.2 GHz
11.45-11.7
11.7-12.2
12.5-12.7
12.7-12.75
14.0-14.2
14.2-14.3
14.3-14.4
14.3-14.4
14.4-14.5
17.7-19.7
19.7-20.2
20.2-21.2
21.2-22
24-24.05
27.5-29.5
29.5-30

E-S
E-S
E-S

S-E

S-E
S-E
S-E

S-E
E-S
S-E
S-E

DIRECTIONUSE

AS
AS
AS
AS

MES
RNS
RNS
SFS
MES
MES

MS
AS

MES
MMS

AMS & MMS
AMS
MMS

AMS & MMS
AMS
MES
MES
MES

BS
BS
BS
FS
FS
FS
FS

FREQ

7000-7100 kHz
14000-14250
21000-21450
28.00-29.70 MHz
137-138
149.9-150.05
399.9-400.05
400.05-400.15
401-402
402-403
406-406.1
420-450
460-470
1535-1542.5
1542.5-1543.5
1543.5-1558.5
1636.5-1644
1644-1645
1645-1660
1670-1690
1690-1700
1700-1710
2500-2535
2535-2655
2655-2690
3700-4200
5925-6425
6625-6875
6875-7125

KEY:

AS - Amateur-Satellite
AMS - Aeronautical Mobile-Satellite
BS - Broadcasting-Satellite
EES - Earth Exploration-Satellite
FS - Fixed-Satellite
MES - Meteorological-Satellite
MMS' - Maritime Mobile-Satellite
MS - Mobile-Satellite
RNS - Radio Navigation-Satellite'
SFS - Standard Frequency-Satellite
S-E - Satel1ite-to-Earth
E-S - Earth-to-Satel1ite
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However, since the effective aperture, a e, of the victim's antenna is

10 log a
e

equation (3) can be rewritten as

(3)

pfd = 10 log (kt b ) + 10 log (n./n ) - 10 log a •sr .. 1. S e (4)

The reference bandwidth b , in these equations is defi"';,ed as the "bandwidth of
r

concern to the interfered-with system, over which interference power can be

averaged." The reference bandwidth for narrowband single channel per carrier

systems, "is generally assumed to be 4 kHz. Protection requirements for conventional

FM-FDM (frequency modulation with frequency division multiplex) is also generally

specified in a 4 kHz bandwidth. The reference bandwidth for wideband digital

systems, however, is usually assumed to be 1 MHz. This report will use both 4 kHz

and 1 MHz reference bandwidth as appropriate to the system being studied. The

ratio of system noise due to interference relative to the normal system noise

(n./n ) is assumed to be of the order of 0.1 or 0.01. A justification for these
1. s

values is given by the International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR) in Report

713 (CCIR, 1978a). If one assumes an effective system noise temperature at t
s

60 oK, then graphs of pfd versus a can be prepared as shown in Figures 4 and 5.
e

Note that a protection criteria of pfd = -221 dB(W/m
2·4

kHz) is required for the

large INTELSAT antennas (ibid).

These results are summarized in Figures 6 and 7. In Figure 6, one can see

that the interference power flux density would have to be between -185 to -195

dB(W/m2 · 4 kHz) to prevent interference to systems with reference bandwidths of

4 kHz and antenna apertures of 1 to 10 square meters. Figure 7, on the other hand,

shows that a protection of -161 to -171 dB(W/m2.1 MHz) is needed to prevent inter

ference to these systems with 1 MHz reference bandwidths and antenna apertures of

1 to 10 square meters. The extreme value of -221 dB(W/m2·4 kHz) is reqUired to

protect a large antenna INTELSAT system. However, one should note that this

extreme protection is needed only if the interfering source is within the main

beam of the INTELSAT antenna. Since these antennas have a beamwidth of the order

of 0.3 degrees, it is likely that the SPS will be off-axis which means that the

protection criteria can be correspondingly relaxed.

4.3 CCIR Estimates of SPS Out-of-Band Noise

Estimates of the out-of-band noise that can be expected from SPS within the

frequency range of 2.35 GHz to 2.55 GHz are described by the CCIR in Report 679

(CCIR, 1978b) as summarized in Figure 8. It is important to understand the CerR

estimates since they affect the interference analysis.

10
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The CCIR estimates begin by assuming a transmitter output power of 6.5 GW or

98.1 dBW. The power flux density at the surface of the earth, at 10 km from the

center of the rectenna, is computed to be -13 dB (W/m2). Next, it is assumed that

the transmitter energy is uniformly spread over a + 10 MHz band about the 2.45 GHz

center frequency. Frequency spreading reduces the power flux density in a 4 kHz

band to -50 dB(W/m2 . 4 kHz), which corresponds to a net reduction of 37 dB.

The design for the SPS power sources envisions a 5 cavity klystron with a 120

dB attenuation of out-of-band noise. The CCIRreport thus assumes a band edge

power flux density of

pfd = -50 -120 2-170 dB(W/m ·4 kHz). (5)

There are a number of assumptions in the CCIR report that need to be discussed.

Obviously, the power flux density within the + 10 ~1Hz band can be reduced by fre

quency spreading, however, Report 679, as shown in equation 8, assumes that the

out-of-band energy receives the same benefits from frequency spreading as the in

band energy. Reasons why this might not be true are given in the following

example.

Figure 9 shows a hypothetical example of k klystrons uniformly spaced in

frequency across some arbitrary bandwidth B. The power density of each klystron

within the narrower klystron bandwidth, Bi,is assumed to be Pd, while the power

density outside of this bandwidth is Pd -120 dB. As can be seen from the figure,

the power density at the edge of the + 10 MHz bandwidth is the sum of noise contri

butions from all klystrons. Its value is dependent on the out-of-band power

density versus frequency characteristics of each klystron. Unfortunately, microwave

sources can have a fairly constant out-of-band noise power density even at frequency

separation of 5 MHz from the device center frequency (Schuneman, 1972; Johnson,

1969). A typical klystron noise spectrum is shown in Figure 10. Thus, the noise

contribution from adjacent klystrons is significant which means that frequency

spreading does not necessarily reduce in-band and out-of-band power flux density by

the same amount.

Figure 9 also shows the effects of frequency spreading on the harmonics. As

can be seen from the figure, the Nth harmonic is spread in frequency over a bandwidth

N.B. Estimates of the signal levels for these cases are discussed in more detail

in the following section.

16



In-Ba nd Power
Density Reduced by
Frequency Spreading

/
.-z- kth Klystron with

Bandwidth Bi

(D
"0

o
C\J

Nth Harmonic Spread
Over a Bandwidth N.B

/ ...

~--N.B----I'"Frequency ------~B -----~

Out-of -Band Noise is Sum
of Noise from Each Klystron

Figure 9. Example showing affects of frequency spreading of
SPS microwave beam.
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or

4.4 Interference to Satellite Earth Terminals

4.4.1 Estimates of Interference Levels

It is difficult, with the present state of knowl.edg'e , to estimate the magnitude

of the harmonic and out-of-band interference levels that can be expected from SPS.

The lack of knowledge about the response of the SPS transmit antenna at harmonics

is one of the unknowns encountered. Data describing the characteristics of the

klystrons with filters, waveguide, and phase control are also required in order to

accurately assess interference levels. The following material will attempt to

make some rough estimates of interfering signal levels based on current technology.

A typical noise spectrum from a high power cw klystron is shown in Figure 10.

Shown here are spectral components generated by random amplitude modulation (AM)

and phase modulation (PM) of the klystron. It should be noted that these values

can vary considerably with tube operating conditions. Spurious signals and

modulation components generated in the synchronization process can also be significant

factors in the noise spectrum.

Until more accurate SPS emission estimates are available, this report will

assume that the out-of-band noise spectral density that is emitted in the frequency

bands adjacent to SPS is no greater than -160 dBc/Hz where dBc denotes power in dB

relative to the total power in the signal or carrier. Given the preceeding estimate

of power density, the noise power in either a 4 kHz or 1 MHz bandwidth can be

computed as

Pd(adjacent channel) ~-124 dBc/4 kHz

Pd(adjacent channel) ~ -100 dBc/l MHz.

The effects of frequency spreading add another uncertainty as explained in Section

4.3. At the present time, there is no evidence to support the assumption that

frequency spreading of the fundamental will substantially reduce the out-of-band

noise. Thus, until better information is developed, the adjacent channel noise will

be assumed to be the same with and without frequency spreading.

Estimates of harmonic radiation from klystrons are given in the book by Skolnik

(1970) as summarized in Table 4.
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TABLE 4. Estimates of Harmonic Radiation from Klystrons
in dB Relative to Fundamental

Harmonic

2
3
4
5
6
7

High/Low
Range

-38/-119 dBc
-57/-105
-56/-101
-59/-111
-73/-89
-72/-97

Mean

-71.3 dBc
-78.2
-76.9
-73.9
-82.3
-87.2

These results are summarized in Figures 11 and l2which show the expected harmonic

levels in Table 4 along with the out-of-band or adjacent channel noise estimates

described previously. These figures assume that without frequency spreading, the

spectra of the fundamental and harmonics is contained within a 4 kHz bandwidth.

With frequency spreading, the power density of the Nth harmonic is given by

( 6)

whereb is the bandwidth over which the fundamental is spread, b is the reference
s r

bandwidth, and ~ is the harmonic value shown in Table 4.

At the present time, the behavior of the SPS transmit antenna at frequencies

other than the fundamental is unknown. The following discussion will review some

of the factors that determine antenna performance at frequencies other than the

fundamental, and will attempt to make some crude gain estimates for analysis

purposes.

What is known, is that the antenna gain at the fundamental is 86.6 dBi.

Achieving this gain requires that the microwave signals generated within each of

the approximately 7220 subarrays be properly phase locked to each other. When

phase synchronization is lost, due to the loss of the retrodirective pilot beam,

each of these subarrays radiates independently and the gain decreases to a value

of approximately 49 dBi.

The effective antenna gain that can be expected in frequency bands adjacent

to SPS, + 50 MHz removed, will probably be no greater than 49 dBi. This is due

to the fact that the out-of-band noise radiated by SPS will be uncorre1ated

between subarrays and microwave tubes within subarrays. An exception to this

would be residual spectral components that might exist due to the phase syn

chronization,process. It is conceivable that out-of-band spectral components

could be generated by the synchronization process and that these components would

exhibit some degree of coherency throughout the entire transmit array.
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A factor that will tend to decrease the gain is that some defocusing can also

be expected in each subarray since the out-of-band noise is at least 50 MHz removed

from the fundamental frequency. This report will assume an adjacent channel antenna

gain of 49 dBi for analysis purposes.

The antenna gain at harmonics of the SPS fundamental is also a complex problem.

The transmit antenna's performance will be affected by a number of factors such as

nonoptimum slot spacing at the higher harmonics. The antenna's performance is also

affected by the propagation characteristics of the SPS waveguide. In the rectangular

waveguide proposed, the second and all higher harmonics are at frequencies above

that of the TE02 cutoff frequency. For the 3d harmonic, there exists 14 possible

modes of propagation including the cutoff. Without special precautions in the

waveguide, such as filtering, all 14 modes will propagate at the 3d harmonic. For

the 9.094 em by 18.8 ern rectangular guide, currently being proposed, the higher

order modes have a cutoff wavelength given by

(A ) 18.18
c nm ------- em

..Jn
2+4m 2

where 18.18 em is the cutoff wavelength of the fundamental mode and n, m are the

conventional mode numbers. The antenna gain at harmonics is also affected by the

fact that one can expect some degree of coherency of the harmonic signals throughout

the array since the fundamentals are phase coherent. In the following, a range of

gain at harmonics of 87 to 27 dBi will be arbitrarily assumed in order to provide

an indication of potential interference levels.

Figures 13 and 14 show estimates of the interference levels that would be

produced at the surface of the earth given the assumptions described previously.

An example showing how these power flux density (pfd) estimates were obtained

for the 2d harmonic is as follows:

97 dBW

26 dBW

-22 dBW

87 to 27 dBi

162 dB·m2

-49 -109 dBW·m
2

to

-97 -:-157 dBW·m
2topfd using minimum 2d harmonic

(-22+87-162) to (-22+27-162)

SPS transmitter power
at 2450 MHz

Estimate of mean transmitter
power at 2d harmonic (97-71)

Estimate of minimum transmitter
power at 2d harmonic (97-119)

Estimate of range of SPS
antenna gain at 2d harmonic

2
10 log 41Tr

pfd using mean 2d harmonic
(26+87-162) to (26+27-162)
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Also shown in the figures is the protection requirements ~or earth terminals with

1-10 m2 antenna apertures. f~gure 13 ts for systems wtth the narrower 4 kHz

reference bandwidth while Figure 14 is for the wider reference bandwidth of 1 MHz.

The power flux density shown in these figures was calculated using the formula

inability to reject energy within the SPS band. This type of interference will

persist even if the adjacent channel and harmonic noise from SPS are eliminated.

This interference is described as Type 2 and 3 in Section 3, and is usually due to

the quality of rf filtering in the victim receiver.

The attenuation of atypical receiver rf filter can be obtained by examining

the characteristics of a bandpass, Butterworth filter. If we assume that this

filter is tuned to center frequency f and has an rf bandwidth b f' then theor
attenuation that this filter gives to a signal on the SPS frequency f issps
approximated by

where

dB (6)

and

Ai

~f c

f - fsps 0'

? brf/Z,

N number of poles in the filter design.
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A plot of the attenuation versus difference frequency ~.t is given in Figure 15.

Table 5 summarizes these equations by showing the amount of attenuation that an

SPS signal will receive with a N ~ 4 pole, Butterworth rf filter tuned to various

satellite frequencies. For this table, the rf bandwidths have been arbitrarily

selected as being typical of those in use in the given band. Attenuation values

greater than 100 dB are not given since leakage from circuit connectors and cables

are instrumental in limiting any filtering benefits beyond this ·value. As can be

seen from the table, only 47 dB of attenuation is provided at 2450 }ffiz with a N =

4 pole, Butterworth bandpass filter tuned to 2517 MHz. However, additional filtering

could be obtained with more complex types of filters.

TABLE 5. Summary of RF Attenuation Provided by a 4 Pole,
rf, Butterworth, Bandpass Filter that is Tuned

to a Center Frequency of f
o

rf Attenuation
SATELLITE to a 2450 :MHz

BAND f b
r f

~f ~f f /b f signal (N=4)
0 c o r

1690-1700 MHz 1695 MHz 10 MHz 5 MHz 755 MHz 170 >100
2290-2300 2295 10 5 155 230 >100
2500-2535 2517 35 17.5 67 72 47
2535-2655 2545 20 10 95 127 78
2655-2690 2677 45 22.5 227 59 80
3700-4200 3950 100 50 1500 40 >100
7300-7450 7375 100 50 4925 74 >100

4.5 Specific Examples

It is helpful to examine some specific cases so that one can get a feel for

the problems involved with interference to earth terminals. The following examples

will investigate potential interference problems to the NAVSTAR or Global Position

Satellite (GPS) navigation receivers, as well as the MARISAT maritime receivers.

Interference estimates are made at SPS signal levels of 0.01 mw/cm
2

(-10 dBw/m
2)

and 0.00001 mw/cm
2 (-40 dBw/m

2) .

4.5.1 GPS Navigation :Receivers

Current plans for GPS envision a constellation of 24 satellites that provide

accurate three-dimensional position and velocity information to users anywhere in

the world (Milliken, 1978; Lassiter and Parkinson, 1977)e The navigation signal is

transmitted at two rf frequencies of f l = 1575.42 MHz and f 2 = 1227.6MHz. The f l
signal is modulated with a secure pseudorandom code (p code) for military navigational

uses, as well as a clear access (CiA code) for general civilian navigation. The f 2
frequency contains only the P code. Both codes use spread spectrum signaling
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techniques, with the P code occupying an rf bandwidth of approximately 10 MHz while

the CiA code occupies a bandwidth of 1 MHz. The CiA code is a "clear access" code

available to the general public, while the P code is restricted to military users.

The data rate of the navigation signal that is carried by the codes is 50 bps.

Representative parameters for this type of system are:

-165 dBW!m2

-155 dBW!m2

1 MHz

10 MHz

-178 dBW!m2.4 kHz

2-199 dBW/m -4 kHz

-210.8 dBW/4 kHz.

Power flux density; 1575.42
MHz CiA signal at
surface of earth

Power flux density; 1575.42
MHz P signal at
surface of earth

Approximate rf bandwidth of CiA signal

Approximate rf bandwidth- of P signal

Power flux density per 4 kHz,
1575.42 MHz CiA signal
at surface of earth.

Power flux density per
4 kHz, 1575.42 MHz P
signal at surface of earth

Satellite Earth Terminal
noise temperature T

Satellite Earth Terminal
noise power density per 4 kHz
(kTB with B = 4 kHz)

The GPS navigation signals are inherently interference resistant. This is

due to the fact that GPS has been specifically designed so that it can survive in

a hostile jamming environment. In fact, as shown in the following material, this

system can operate even though the interference is stronger than the signal.

The increase in receiver output noise of a GPS satellite receiver, or any

spread spectrum receiver, is given by

D = 10 log (1 + i
s

s 1
· b ) dB

no rf
(7)

where

i · f · 1 t a- = lnter erence to slgna ra 10,
s

s
n

o
= receiver signal to noise power

density ratio in the absence
of interference,

and

b
r f

= receiver rf bandwLdth,
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A plot of equation (12) for b
r f

is shown in Figure 16. Since these receivers can

typically withstand a degradation of 3 dB or more without serious consequences, we

see that- the GPScan function in an interference envirorunent of il s = 20 to 30 dB

without significant performance degradation.

At this point, we are forced to ask the question of what consitutes inter

ference. Consider the hypothetical example of an interferer with ils = 5 dB.

Strictly speaking, this is not considered interference since it does not signifi

cantly affect the GPS receivers output, which is tracking information. However it

does affect the receiver in other ways since it results iL a significant increase

in the noise that the receiver normally operates in. This increase in noise affects

the signal acquisition capabilities as well as the ability to reject additional

interferers or jammers. Thus, in, t lLs report, we will determine if interference

between SPS and GPS exists by looking for any significant increase in receiver

background noise.

Calculations of the SPS signal levels coupled into a GPS receiver are relatively

straightforward, as shown in Table 6. One of the parameters in the table is the

amount of receiver filtering that can be expected for the interfering SPS signal.

A value of -130 dB has been chosen because of the large frequency separation

between victim and interferor (1575 MHz and 2450 MHz, respectively). Leakage from

connectors, chassis, components, etc., generally limits the maximum filtering of

modern receivers to values in this range.

TABLE 6. Estimate of SPS Signal Levels in a 1575.42 MHz
GPS Navigation Receiver

SPS power density

GPS reference bandwidth

GPS noise power in reference
bandwidth (t = 60 0K)

Effective GPS antenna aperture
at SPS frequency (1.0 m diameter,
80% efficiency)

SPS power received on GPS
antenna

lIN prior to receiver filtering

Estimate to receiver .
. filtering attenuation

(1575 MHz to 2450 MHz)

liN after filtering

30

2
-10 dBW/m

1 MHz

-151 dBW/}ffiz

2-2.0 dB·m

-12 dBW

139 dB

130 dB

9 dB

2-40 dBW/m

1 MHz

-151 dBW/MHz

'1
-2.0 dBem

-42 dBW

109 dB

130 dB

-21 dB
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Table 6 shows that, after filtering, the expected interference-to-noise ratio

(l/N) is 9 dB in a -10 dB(W/m
2)

field and -21 dB in a -40 dB(W/m2) field. Ideally

one would like the l/N ratio to be less than 0 dB in order to be assured of no

interference. Although the l/N ratio is greater than 0 dB in a -10 dBW/m2 field,

it is significantly less than 0 dB in the -40 dBW/m
2

field. Neither of these

interference to noise ratios would be expected to significantly alter the receivers

tracking accuracy.

4.5.2 MAR1SAT Ship Terminals

A similar situation is the MAR1SAT satellite system, which provides maritime

communications for both Navy and civil users. Two satellites located at 15° Wand

176.5° E longitude provide coverage over the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. A

general block diagram of the system is shown in Figure 17 (Gould and Yum, 1975).

The closest MARISAT frequency to SPS is the 1540 MHz satellite-to-ship link.

The 1540 MHz sate11ite-to-ship link transmits voice via a sing1e-channe1-per

carrier frequency modulated signal. Some of the technical characteristics for this

link are:

EIRP at satellite

Power flux density at
surface of earth

FM signal bandwidth

Power flux density at
surface of earth per
4 kHz bandwidth

26 dBW
2

-137 dBW/m

25 kHz
2

-145 dBW/m ·4 kHz.

Although the interference calculations for this system are similar to those described

previously for GPS, MAR1SAT does not use spread spectrum techniques and therefore

cannot operate with the positive l/S ratios shown for GPS.

Table 7 describes the SPS signal levels that can be expected in a MAR1SAT

shipboard receiver. Tables 6 and 7 show that in a -40 dBW/m
2

SPS field, the

estimated l/N ratio after receiver filtering is -21 dB for GPS and 5.3 dB for

MAR1SAT. Ideally both of these figures should be less than zero to insure that no

interference exists. However, neither estimate shows a significant potential for

interference considering the unknowns involved. On the other hand, the l/N ratios

increase to 9 dB and 35.3 dB respectively in a -10dBW/m
2

field. Thus one can see

that the potential for interference significantly increases in a -10 dBW/m
2

field

for earth terminals such as MARISAT with reference bandwidths of 4 kHz.
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TABLE 7. Estimate of SPS Signal Levels in a
540 MHz MARlSAT Ship terminal

SPS power density

MARISAT reference bandwidth

MARISAT noise power in
reference bandwidth (t = 60 0K)

Effective MARl SAT antenna
aperture (1.3 m diameter,
80% efficiency)

SPS power received on
MARISAT antenna

I/N prior to receiver
filtering

Estimate of receiver filtering,
1540 MHz to 2450 MHz

liN after receiver filtering

2
-10 dBW/m

4 kHz

-175 dBW/4 kHz

2
0.3 dB·m

-9. 7 dBW

165.3 dB

130 dB

35.3 dB

2
-40 dBW/m

4 kHz

-175 dBW/4 kHz

2
0.3 dB·m

-39.7 dBW

135.3 dB

130 dB

5.3 dB

5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The potential for interference between a solar power satellite and satellite

earth terminals is evaluated in this report. The report begins with a general

discussion of the different ways that communications systems are interfered with,

and estimates are made as to the frequency band in which interference is likely.

Detailed calculations are made to determine which satellite systems are likely to

experience interference.

The conclusion of this study is that a potential for interference exists in the

2500 MHz to 2690 MHz, direct broadcast satellite, frequency band adjacent to SPS.

Estimates of the adjacent channel noise from SPS in this frequency band are -124

dBc/4 kHz and -lOOdBc/l MHz. A second problem is the 7350 MHz 3d harmonic from

SPS that falls within the 7300 MHz to 7450 MHz space-to-earth, government satellite

band. Estimates of 3d harmonic signal levels based on current klystron technology

are from -57 to -105 dBc/4 kHz.

The report shows that co-channel interference levels below -185 dB(W/m2,

4 kHz) will be needed to protect earth terminals with antenna apertures of one

square meter. These figures are applicable for narrow band systems such as single

channel voice systems and FM-FDM voice systems with a reference bandwidth of 4 kHz.
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Wideband satellite earth terminals with a reference bandwidth of 1 MHz can withstand

higher interference levels of up to -161 dB(W/m2 MHz). Earth terminals whose

operating frequency is significantly removed from SPS can withstand interference

levels substantially higher than those quoted above because of the filtering in the

receiver. It is noted that tests need to be conducted to more precisely define

the maximum filtering available in receivers.

Specific calculations were made of the possibility of interference between SPS

and NAVSTAR Global Position Satellite Navigation receivers. The conclusion

is that SPS does not represent a threat to the 1575.42 MHz navigation signals. The

combined rf and IF filtering of the navigation receivers should be sufficient to

prevent interference even in an SPS power flux density of -10 dB(W/m2) (0.01 mw/cm2).

A similar conclusion was also reached in a study of interference to MARISAT earth

terminals in an SPS microwave field of -40 dB(W/m2) or 1 x lO-5~w/cm2. However, a

potential interference problem exists with MARISAT terminals in a field of -10

dB(W/m
2).

The report also examined the effects of frequency spreading of the SPS signal.

Although this technique is beneficial in reducing the power flux density per 4 kHz

of the interfering signal, its advantages in reducing adjacent channel noise are

questioned. The calculations in this report assume a frequency spreading of ± 10

MHz on the 2450 MHz SPS signal. This assumption is important since it reduces the

fundamental power flux density in any 4 kHz band by 37 dB.

A number of significant areas were encountered where additional study is

needed. These are briefly listed as follows:

1. The radiation characteristics of the SPS transmission and antenna system at

harmonics is unknown. This study has assumed values for radiated harmonic

signal levels based on current technology. However, there are no studies at

the present time to confirm or deny these values.

2. Measured data is needed that describes the harmonic and noise character

istics of the transmitting klystrons. Of particular interest is the spectral

characteristics of the klystrons outside of the + 50 MHz SPS frequency assign-

mente

3. Measurements of receivers in simulated SPS fields of the order of

0.01 mw/cm
2

are needed in order to better understand the interference

mechanisms involved. This is particularly true of those receivers

whose operating frequencies are considerably removed from the SPS

frequency.
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The lack of experimental data where satellite receivers are actually subjected to

expected SPS interference levels is a significant hinderance in this study. The

ability to test equipment in a simulated SPS environment would provide considerable

insight into the interference question.
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are made of the levels of harmonics and out~of-band noise that are likely
to be radiated by SPS. These levels are then compared to the interfer-
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ence threshold for various representative satellite scenarios. The
report concludes that a potential for interference exists in the 2500
MHz to 2690 MHz direct broadcast satellite frequency assignments.
Another potential problem is SPS radiation at the 7350 :MHz 3d harmonic
that falls within the 7300 MHz to 7400 MHz space-to-earth government
satellite band.
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